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EDUARDO DENNIS
Software Developer & Code Aficionado
# �786�806�0003 _ edenn001�gmail.com
 www.eduardodennis.com + Miami, FL

EXPERIENCE
Senior Software Developer
Iralogix

Pittsburgh, PA
iraLogix is redefining the IRA industry through unique, technology driven 
solutions that help our clients grow their business and better serve their 
customer's IRA accounts.

Worked in fast paced startup environment on everything from 
integrations with other finance companies, to UIs, everything.
As part of scalability effort improved application performance by 10x.

Full Stack Developer
World Fuel Services

Miami, FL
WFS provides a powerful, integrated platform to optimize the critical
aspects of energy, logistics, and related services and keep the wheels
of global commerce turning.

A Key member of the team that delivered a price engine application.
The application was a set of microservices which provided the price
for any given fuel product. This was consumed throughout the
organization. 
NoSQL database modeling.
Developed frontend using Angular, SCSSS, html5, CSS,
and all PrimeNG components.
Used tools such as sonarqube for code quality, unit/ integration tests, 
cucumber.
Backend planning and creation for integration with front-end in a
secure tokenized environment using SpringBoot, Keycloak.
Worked in Agile environment as part of squad delivered work in
sprints.
Worked Application polled the CXL application API based on settings 
userconfigured and the application would extract, and transform the 
data before loading to the Oracle EIP tables.

Lead Java Developer
Financial Recovery Group

Miami, FL
FRG Delivers Actionable Insight from Healthcare Big Data

Built various desktop applications to automate manual tasks at the
company allowing the employees to focus on other tasks.

Software engineer
Kaseya

Miami, FL
Kaseya is a leading provider of complete IT infrastructure
management solutions for managed service providers MSPs and
internal IT organizations.

Designed, developed, and sustained a number of products written in
C# including connectivity, benchmarking, and testing tools.
Experience with TCP, sockets, telnet, SSL, COM, ADO.NET, and SSRS.
Was part of professional services team responsible for building out
custom projects and integrations with Kaseya software.

EDUCATION
B.S. in Information 
Technology with minor in 
Business
Florida International University

LANGUAGES
Java

Python

Rust

Javascript

SIDE PROJECTS
scheduly.app

An application that allows clients to schedule 
text notification reminder.

cucuyo.us
Built fully fledged zillow like application for
properties in Cuba.
UI hosted on S3, Micro Services are
serverless so cost are zero, and cassandra
hosted on lightweight droplet.

Invest Like a CEO
Was an android application that provided 
daily stock tips.
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